
Dear Chair, Vice-Chair, and members of the Advisory Board,  
 

We are making this intervention on behalf of UNFCCC’s youth constituency 
(YOUNGO), the Women and Gender Constituency (WGC), and the Indigenous 
Peoples’ Organisations (IPO). 
 
We are honoured to attend CTCN’s Advisory Board meeting. Thank you for the 
opportunity for us to raise our voice, and to express our views regarding the 
collaboration and participation we have with the CTCN which started a few years 
ago.  
 

During the last year, we in YOUNGO, have organised an event at the COP25 
together with the CTCN, and multiple webinars throughout the year, we have also 
developed a junior consultant position at the CTCN, which will open up soon. 
The WGC has also engaged through several ways, among others through the 
Gender Just Climate Solutions. We are very thankful for this collaboration for us to 
contribute with our knowledge and experience to the development and transfer of 
climate technologies. 
 

Furthermore, on behalf of YOUNGO, WGC, and IPO, we would like to thank you for 
considering the point of the will we already expressed to have a seat on CTCN’s 
Advisory Board, and to include this into the agenda of COP26. 
 

It’s important for us to express once again what this seat represents to us and why 
we are advocating for it. 
 

To begin with, more official participation of our 3 constituencies in the CTCN 
Advisory Board would fully support the implementation of the new technology 
framework.  
 

Indeed, according to the principle of the Technology Framework adopted in 2018, 
this framework should among others be designed and implemented in a manner that 
facilitates the active participation of all relevant stakeholders – aren’t young people, 
IPO, and women relevant stakeholders? 
 
When we consider that young people are the majority of the population in the global 
south, indigenous people are the most relevant inhabitants to think about the 
endogenous technologies needed in their environment, and women, whose inclusion 
in the decision-making process have already been successful many times (e.g. 
IPCC). 
 

The main 5 focus areas of this technology framework are Innovation, 
Implementation, Enabling Environment and Capacity Building, Collaboration, and 
Stakeholder Engagement and Support. 
 

We would like to underline the absolute necessity to completely have young people, 
indigenous people, and women embracing all the processes of the technology 
mechanism if we want to have a successful implementation of the technology 
framework. 
 



First, Innovation and implementation should be undertaken in a manner that 
enhances the effective participation of developing country parties, fosters 
sustainable development, and ensures gender responsiveness. These goals may 
only be achieved with the active collaboration of women, indigenous people, and 
young people.  
 

Additionally, the section on enabling environment and capacity building explicitly 
explains that it should facilitate countries in enhancing an enabling environment to 
promote endogenous and gender-responsive technologies for mitigation and 
adaptation actions.  
 
In the same line, collaboration and stakeholder engagement should enhance 
interaction between those involved in the development and transfer of climate 
technology, help share knowledge and mobilize support. Young people and 
indigenous people play key roles here: how could we have transferred and shared 
knowledge without us? 
 

Finally, regarding the focus area of support: the understanding of support under this 
key theme is broader than just financial support, as it may include all aspects of 
support for the implementation of Article 10 of the Paris Agreement. The support 
should be provided for all key themes of the technology framework, taking into 
account the gender perspective and endogenous and indigenous aspects. 
 

Therefore, we would like to express once again our will for our constituencies to 
have a seat each on the CTCN Advisory Board, for all these initiatives to be 
successfully achieved.  
 

To conclude, we would like to thank you all again for giving us the opportunity to 
raise our point of view and this important request, and we are looking forward to 
receive feedback from the AB members on our request after the meeting, so we can 
further understand your point of views too. 
 

Additionally, we would like to ask the chair and vice-chair, if they have already 
started discussions with the COP26 presidency and the UNFCCC secretariat, to put 
this point on the agenda, and to include this in CTCN’s report to the COP26, or in 
another way, see how to address the review of the Board composition. 
 

Last but not the least, we would like to thank the CTCN Secretariat for their efforts 
despite the challenges we face through this new virtual format, and to members of 
YOUNGO, WGC, and IPO for their contribution to this intervention. 
 

Thank you all, again, on behalf of YOUNGO, WGC, and IPO 
 

 

 

 


